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What to do with the Hawks? Are big changes  

needed to get them to the next level?  

Longtime voice of the Hawks Steve Holman  

says radical often backfires. NBA TV analyst  

Brent Barry thinks standing pat could be  

even more detrimental. 

 

Yes 

 

Former player Brent Barry

 is a studio analyst for NBA TV. 

 

I hate when people are so quick to dismiss  

people of their duties, but it just feels like  

many things have run their course for the   

Hawks. I do not see a commitment from the  

[owners] that is bold and forward thinking in  

terms of spending [money] to address some  

issues on the court. They have two All Stars  

and Josh Smith, who showed tremendous  

strides this year. But they need to address t 

he point-guard position, a slot which a lot of  

teams around the league have already got a  

jump on. They also could use a big [man], but  

let's face it, who in the league couldn't? 

 

But the looming question was how much this  

team was buying into what Coach [Mike]  

Woodson is asking them to do? Now, the  

question is, will the next coach be able to  

shake the cobwebs from some players,  

maximize the potential of Marvin Williams  

 and put Smith in better situations to take  

advantage of mismatches? Will the coaching  

change affect [Joe Johnson

 

 

 

] and his decision to remain with a team that  

won 53 games this season? The NBA always  

has a fall guy, and it has always been a  

players' league. So the coach becomes the  

easiest target. Shouldn't there be a reward  

for such improvement? In other worlds, yes,  

but this is the business of basketball. It just  

felt like both Mike Woodson and Joe Johnson

had seen and heard enough of one another.  

Both of them are looking for work, but only  

one of them is still a player. 

 

No 

 

Steve Holman is the radio voice of the Atlanta 

Hawks. 
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 Longtime Hawks fans tempted to "blow  

things up" and start over again will do well to  

remember what happened when the Hawks  

lost in the semifinals in four straight games  

to the Knicks 12 years ago. 

 

At that time, the team that included Mookie  

Blaylock, Dikembe Mutombo and Steve Smith

 was dismantled to bring in a player with  

"more edge," someone like Latrell Sprewell,  

who had joined the Knicks and helped them  

beat us in that series. 

 

We "blew it up" in a big way, bringing in J.R.  

Rider! Do you remember? We went on a  

downward spiral, lost Lenny Wilkens, and  

suffered through nine seasons. Now we have  

two All Stars, the sixth man of the year award  

winner in Jamal Crawford, and a young star  

that finished second in voting for defensive  

player of the year in Josh Smith. 

 

We have a team that many of the other 29  

teams in the league would love to have. It  

took nine years, but the team has come back  

from 13 wins, all the way up to 53 wins and  

the third seed in the East. 

 

Believe this: After 25 seasons of never  

missing a game and a consecutive streak of  

1,796 games, nobody wants the Hawks to  

win more than me. So let the columnists write  

their columns, let those talk-show geeks do  

their talking. But, please fans, take a deep  

breath, let it all sink in and let our basketball  

people do what they think is best. 
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